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Leadership from the Library

Introduction (Peter)

For years I have always personally considered the Music Library to be the
“heart” of a Performing Arts organization.  Just a few weeks ago, Maestro
Riccardo Muti, our Music Director, asked all 3 of the CSO Librarians to meet
with him. For no special reason, Maestro wanted to express his admiration
and thank us for our work. He said that he always felt a kinship with
Librarians – no doubt fostered during his tenure at the Philadelphia
Orchestra and his relationship with the Librarians at the time, Clint Nieweg,
Bob Grossman, and Nancy Bradburd. To the CSO Librarians, he echoed my
feelings be declaring that he too felt the Library is the “heart” of the
orchestra.

That’s all very nice, but what does that mean?

I’ve long envisioned the Library as a “hub,” in which information comes in,
and from which information goes out. While we are looking to our
administrators and outside sources for information, there often seems to be
a thick phalanx looking to us for information. We’ll talk about some specific
examples of this, and how this flow can be improved.
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Leadership to the Artistic Administration (Peter)

Information in – information out

I consider myself lucky to have worked for the most part with Orchestra
administrators that respected the Library and counted on our collaboration.
One of the most frequent complaints that I’ve heard throughout my career –
often at MOLA Conferences from both large and small orchestras – is that
“Management” withholds information. While there may be many valid
reasons for Orchestra administrators to not make programming information
public (i.e. contractual negotiations with guest Artists), or even share it
internally with the entire organization, early collaboration with the Library
should be seen as a way to nip potential problems in the bud.

I often say that part of being a good Librarian is knowing what questions to
ask. Most experienced Librarians can look at a list of concert programs and
know immediately which pieces might cause potential problems such as:

Rental/availability issues

Grand Rights

Edition questions

Extra/unusual instruments

Commissions/premieres

During my time at the CSO, the budget deadlines seem to have gotten
earlier and earlier, and would imagine this to be the case universally. In the
past, season announcements were traditionally made public in the spring,
without a lot of attention to the financial ramification of the repertoire. Over
the years, as Arts organizations tightened their financial belts, the budgeting
process creeped forward, so that now we are often asked to have at least
solid estimates by the fall, months ahead of the announcement to the public.
It hasn’t happened often, but I can certainly say that a piece or program has
been changed due to an expenditure that hadn’t been planned for.

One of the highest expenditures that can occur in concert production (other
than Artists) is for extra musicians. With that in mind, a Personnel Manager
is always eager to have accurate instrumentations as early as possible, so
that his/her budget can be as accurate as possible.

I suppose it’s possible that there are Administrators that don’t know that
Kodály’s Háry János Suite requires a Cimbalom or that Messiaen’s
Turangalîla requires an ondes martenot, but hopefully most of them do.  But
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there a many works, especially those from the 20th century, that require
extra or unusual instruments that they might not be aware of. Do your part
and make these known as early in the planning process as possible.

The issue of offstage/extra musicians can be found addressed in almost all
Librarians tests: Does the Alpine Symphony really require 12 backstage
Horns? Does Janáček’s Sinfonietta really require 12 Trumpets? If your
organization is performing a Verdi opera, what orchestration of a Banda will
you use and can the parts be played by onstage players (or other orchestra
members) or must extras be hired? A Conductor may have his/her desires,
and may have expressed them to your Administrators, but that doesn’t
mean they aren’t amenable or even aware that a piece can be performed
with fewer players without sacrificing authenticity or effect. While most of us
don’t have direct contact with Conductors or their agents, we should feel
empowered to have our Administrators bring up these issues far in advance.

So what happens when the information for whatever reason is not
forthcoming? Then, you just have to risk making a pest of yourself – a good
Librarian can’t be afraid to ask for what is needed. Sometimes our
administrators honestly just don’t know – perhaps they’re waiting for
information from an Artist or their agent – and they should feel able to tell
us this. But going back to what I mentioned earlier about respect and
collaboration, it’s sometimes helpful to even know what is being considered,
even if it’s far from definite.

When presented with a season of programs, most of us can quickly identify
which works will require paying a rental fee or not, although each year many
major works are going into Public Domain – something the Publishers or
Rental Agents may not know or choose to tell you. Valuing the relationship
between Librarians and Publishers, I have never begrudged a Publisher or
Agent the fees to which they are entitled, and have usually resisted the
request by some Administrators to “go back and see if you can get a lower
fee.” Considering the other costs of Concert production, music rental fees are
usually a relatively small percentage. The exception is when it’s clear that a
planned production will fall into the realm of Grand Rights – something that
has been discussed often at these Conferences and which to some
Administrators to be quite arbitrary. Almost without fail, the first quote from
a Publisher can be negotiated downward. Since negotiation is part of their
job description, I feel that Artistic Administrators are generally better
equipped to handle these negotiations than a Librarian, but you may
certainly find yourself in a position where you’ll have to do this.
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Leadership to the rest of the Organization (Sara)

Orchestra (aka “Our Customer Base”)

Artists

Conductors

Soloists

Composers/Arrangers

Other Administration

Personnel

Education

Marketing

Patrons and Board Members

Orchestra (aka “Our Customer Base”)

One question asked by my team was regarding Copland: Three Latin
American Sketches. We had to determine if a digitized archival manuscript
score used by Andre Kostelanetz is an authoritative source or is no longer
valid since the publisher has reengraved this Copland title and may have
other sources. How can we be sure the rhythm in Mvt. 1, m.50, truly is an
error? After consulting various sources we asked our Music Director for a
response and corrected the parts as such. There was no time wasted in
rehearsal or discussion.

  Copland: Three Latin American Sketches

https://archives.nyphil.org/index.php/artifact/5c34099a-8372-4b87-834a-5a
8c5d8eaca2-0.1/fullview#page/24/mode/2up

Another example of teamwork in Omaha was demonstrated while working
through Ravel: Daphnis & Chloe Suite No. 2. We found that our set of parts
was an older Kalmus Nieweg edition from 1989. A newer Nieweg/Westfall
edition has been published since then. Clearly, we needed more errata work
done on this French title than previously thought. As a team we can unravel
(haha) the problems before they happen. MOLA errata list:
https://mola-inc.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/files/QhtNCjS7xf5NIBHUeB1
ZgJqnJiCqQQFCE7rK3JPw.pdf
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Receiving feedback from your “customer base” is essential. Recently,
our Breitkopf & Haertel edition of Wagner: Overture to Tannhauser had few
viable page turns in the first violin part.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/baubmq7h2gwlz25/Wagner-Tannhauser-Overtur
e-str1-Violin1-Complete.pdf?dl=0

When faced with a part that has nearly no page turns easily addressed, I
drafted a series of potential solutions. Following this I asked my
concertmaster, in advance, if this set of page turn fixes will work for her.
Perhaps she has other ideas that may make an even better product? If you
and an orchestra member are coming to the solution together often the end
result will be a success. If a string principal doesn’t like an edition, what
parts of the edition are of value and how can you make it better? Is the size
of the page and notes excellent, but the page turns are rubbish (nod to
Tony)? Try to find the silver linings when and where you can and share those
with your colleagues and yet make your edition even better. A little
homework never hurts. Remember that the Tannhauser Overture is in a
discussion of divisi problems on page 40 of Norman del Mar’s Anatomy of the
Orchestra. Seek out a divisi solution between your concertmaster and
conductor so that musicians in the section know what must be done on the
first read.

Our playing colleagues will often want to know instrumentations far in
advance, this helps them plan their lives outside of the organization, both
professional and personal. Even though it’s really the job of the Personnel
Manager, I am generally willing to share this information with the players,
but always with the caveat that it’s only based on the information that I have
been given this far, and absolutely should not be considered official. In other
words, don’t buy that plane ticket for that trip to Tahiti just because
information I currently have indicates you’ll be off the 2nd week of February –
lots of unforeseen things can happen between now and then.

Artists (Conductors and Soloists)

Direct Contact (potentially face to face) vs going through Administrators and
Agents

When you find yourself faced with renting or purchasing a new edition at the
request of a guest Artist (Conductor or Soloist), you may want to use your
experience to suggest that such an expenditure isn’t really necessary. While
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I am glad to make available parts to our players that are a significant
improvement over what has been used in the past, one should always
question if the expense is justified. An example of this are Critical Editions
that are touted to be more authentic than what was previously available. A
Conductor may be seduced into thinking that using a new edition will
produce a better performance and add to his/her credibility, when, if in fact
the edition causes more problems (errata, page layout, legibility) than it
solves, the insistence to use the edition will be questioned.

Commissions

In May, the Martin Kennedy: Violin Concerto was premiered in Omaha. Be
certain to communicate directly with the composer of a new commission and
advocate for your orchestra. We saw in our initial printings that the staff
lines were too faint to read and would certainly hinder the realization of a
difficult work. My orchestra has many “aging eyes” and they appreciate
larger parts and fonts with greater contrast between the black and white.
Martin and I went back and forth to find the best settings for the thickness
of staff lines. We do our best to meet others’ needs and help the overall
success of the new composition for future performances.

When commissioning new works, from the outset composers should be given
the parameters that will define the piece, especially with regards to
instrumentation, duration, and due dates (knowing that they almost always
will be late!).

Pops & Conductors

Many orchestra librarians have faced new roles after both Tresona and
COVID have impacted programming. Early on, communicate with conductors
and your Pops programming team to identify arrangements that have been
properly licensed and highlight those that may be of concern. I frequently
sleuth through a variety of Pops publishers before and during the season. I
found an arrangement for sale via Hal Leonard of Marvin Hamlisch music for
our Anne Hampton Callaway/ Barbra Streisand concert arranged by Jeff
Tyzik:

https://www.halleonard.com/product/4491211/a-marvin-hamlisch-celebratio
n

The 11’ medley titled A Marvin Hamlisch Celebration was a win. It fit the
scope of the concert and an audience member reached out to the library
asking what songs were included. They truly enjoyed the content and just
had to know the name of the song they were humming as they left.
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Persistence is key. Reach out in whatever ways you can, be it to agents,
publishers or directly to an arranger or composer to receive permission to
properly use the arrangement. Explain to rights holders what the scope and
purpose of the project is and position the library to be a larger part of the
programming conversation. The Omaha Symphony Christmas Celebration is
broadcast on TV and this past season we wanted to feature Let it Snow
arranged by Don Sebesky and John Pizzarelli. This became a quest for my
Artistic colleague and I. With a bit of help from the Boston Symphony, luck
reaching the Sebesky family and others we were successful in receiving
permission to use the title for our Christmas Pops shows. The steps to reach
out early on and address any concerns rights holders may have, buoy the
organization’s integrity and gain trust throughout not only the local
community, but the classical musical community as well.

Operations Department

Without doubt, you need important information from a Conductor. You need
to be sure that s/he has the correct score to match your materials. In
Omaha, I ask that we use conductor Information forms and collaborate with
our Artistic Team to glean essential details early on. Will the concerto have a
string reduction, or do we need to provide a score to our guest conductor so
that a critical edition we plan to use is in their hands? Here is an example
from our Joslyn Art Museum series:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/q5yel360b853ivy/Conductor%20Form%20-%20
JOS5%20Abdullah.pdf?dl=0

Stay on top of riders and keep a boilerplate document of library questions
that not only help yourself but other staff members as well. For example, do
we really need an orchestra keyboard player in addition to the Boston up
front for Frankie Moreno? Can we use a synth for the orchestra keyboard
book, or do we need 2 pianos on stage? Will the keyboard player need to
realize comps? Here is my go to list:

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/ighrbbcyzthpi5snvy71y/Pops-Rocks-Music-Li
brary-Questions-for-Artist-Management.docx?dl=0&rlkey=68c6qoie7fn0rn8z
yhyu0bq0o

Education

In addition, COVID has pushed us further into the realm of digital outreach.
How can the library help the organization navigate the many different turns
in the new uses we are faced with?
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To assist the Education Department, share reliable resources (LOC, Stanford
Law, NOLO guides) that clearly and concisely explain copyright law. From
there, make programming suggestions that are in the public domain. Explain
to your Education colleague why using works in the public domain can
benefit an organization greatly. Clearly, we want to use the piece numerous
times and not pay rental or sync fees if possible when the budget is slim.
Oftentimes, Education Departments want a certain learning piece to meet
curriculum measures set forth by a grant or a school district. If you can give
your Education team three to four different suggestions of works that have
the soft and loud or high and low aspect desired, often you can find a good
artistic solution and avoid copyright problems.

Marketing

For our Choral Collaborative in fall 2022, we are presenting Carmina Burana.
This spring during our season announcement I saw ads for the latest movie
from Johnny Knoxville and his infamous stunt show. I could picture a grocery
cart going downhill and the mayhem that ensues during “O Fortuna”. What a
way to engage Millennials with a grocery cart gag made by our digital team
or image in our brochure! Our director of Marketing was captivated and said
he kept thinking about the possibility of reaching younger audiences.

Patrons & Development

With my former Music Director, Thomas Wilkins, the Omaha Symphony and
the MAHA festival brought Wyclef Jean, of the Fugees, in concert. At the top
of the show Thomas walked out on stage and said to the audience, “I know
what you’re thinking. That’s not Wyclef.” The audience immediately felt
comfortable and laughed. During intermission while changing scores, an
enthusiastic audience member asked me to get Wyclef’s signature on a CD
she brought with her. Normally, this isn’t something I would take on, but I
felt it was important to make this person’s experience a happy memory and
didn’t turn her away. She was over the moon when I returned the signed CD
to her. Going the extra mile gave a stellar experience for an audience
member that may have entered the concert hall for the first time.

Board Members

Making small talk with a board member can lead to questions about what we
as librarians do. Oftentimes, I used an analogy to IT roles. The orchestra
librarian is charged to evaluate music and debug code. Both Mahler’s written
music and Java are unique languages. Java language is robust which means
reliable. It is developed in such a way that it puts a lot of effort into checking
errors as early as possible, that is why the java compiler is able to detect
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even those errors that are not easy to detect by another programming
language. Does this sound familiar? Both languages need to be correct or
the software/object doesn’t run and customer satisfaction isn’t met.

Leadership within the Orchestra Library (Tony)

Out of the Library

● The ROH building, whilst being too small for purpose, is still pretty
large and a rabbit warren of corridors and rooms with seemingly
ever-changing function.

● One month ago, I found myself, after 22 years working in the building,
at a leaving reception for one of the Royal Ballet financial staff. It was
held in the Dorfman Conservatory. I had never heard of it and needed
to ask FOH staff how to find it.

● No surprise then that the Music Library, geographically as remote from
the rest of the Opera Company offices as it is possible to be, is inclined
to be overlooked in the planning process. (We’re a little nearer to the
Ballet management offices, but the same result applies.)

● Our office is on a floor number that appears nowhere else in the
building and is effectively at the end of a short cul-de-sac. The Opera
répétiteurs are next door but that is it. Nobody passes our office to get
anywhere else and it is a long way from the orchestra pit.

● This works to our advantage with respect to unsolicited interruptions
from passing traffic, but it makes us entirely physically invisible to the
rest of the organisation.

● How, then, can one ‘lead’ from such a position?

What you have already heard from Peter and Sarah regarding their work in
the Symphony setting applies equally well to an Opera/Ballet orchestra,
although ROH is sadly lacking on the Pops front.

Interestingly the pandemic lockdowns helped significantly with awareness of
the library, specifically the online Zoom meetings with upper management.
We were speaking to each other at least twice a week, something which had
never happened before (and not much since!), so they couldn’t help but
learn who we were and where/how our work fitted into the organization.
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How are we six?

● It is the result of 15 years and counting of increasing workload plus a
gradual shift from full-time to part-time work to some degree caused
by changing individual circumstances and the pandemic.

● We have never been six full-time staff.

Pre-Pandemic two staff (including myself) worked full-time, three worked 4
days and one worked 3.5 days, a total of 204 weekly contracted hours. On
any given day there were at least three staff onsite and on Wednesdays, the
full complement of six, sickness and annual leave notwithstanding.

● During the first six months of the pandemic the organisation
underwent a staffing restructure which was one of several cost-cutting
and revenue generating measures aimed at ensuring we could remain
financially viable. 20% reduction in costs across the board was the
target.

● Rather than make a member of staff completely redundant, my hope
was to spread the reduction across everyone to ensure that we all still
had a job.

● I spent time on several occasions speaking at length by phone (the UK
was in lockdown and we hadn’t really aced Zoom at this point!) to
each staff member to ensure that they understood what was being
asked of them and the ramifications of my proposed way of meeting
the target – they needed to realise that this was potentially not just a
temporary hit, but a negative change to their finances and working life
for the duration of their time with the organisation.

● We were fortunate that all staff were in the financial position to be able
to accommodate this change.

● The four different pay grades and a reduction of higher paid manager
hours meant that we were able to meet the financial target without
actually losing the full 20% of staff hours but the reduction was
nevertheless very noticeable.

One would assume that a 20% reduction in operating personnel would result
in a similarly slimmed down artistic season, but with two months of the
season still to go and library involvement, from tangential to total
immersion, in at least 50 projects thus far, that assumption would appear to
be erroneous!
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Re-staffing

● Deputy manager Julie Cook and I realised that the staffing level
needed to be returned to something approaching pre-pandemic hours
if the season wasn’t to hit the buffers pretty quickly.

● The trigger was my comment during an Opera Company weekly Zoom
meeting in June 2021 when asked how the department was faring. My
reply was that we were currently, six weeks from the end of the
season, trying to work out how we would take all the annual leave still
owing without shutting the library for several weeks.

● This led to a meeting with my manager which identified that Library
staffing was paramount to the success of the coming season.

● Given the pervading atmosphere at that time of doom and gloom, this
was my first real affirmation that my years of gentle, yet persistent
complaining of over-work had hit home!

Post-pandemic, the Library still has the same six staff!

● The departmental structure has changed to incorporate a manager role
shared between myself and Julie, three librarians and one
librarian/library assistant.

● Total weekly contracted hours have decreased from 204 pre-pandemic
to 184 and, as mentioned, the current season is about the busiest I
have encountered.

● Only one member of staff (the librarian/library assistant) is full-time
and, as a direct of pandemic practices consequently endorsed by HR,
each member of staff works a proportion of their hours from home.

The point of the foregoing stats is that the staff work pattern has been
changed substantially in the last year and most likely forever.

● This has produced a number of challenges to overcome, not least of
which is continuity.

● Previously, with most staff in the office at least three days per week,
waiting a day to pass on information in person was about the most
inconvenience encountered.

● Now, with the new work pattern, some annual leave or possibly even
Covid added to the mix, it can be several days or longer between
face-to-face meetings.

● Two of our staff have not worked together in the same room for over a
year, although that has solved the problem of how to accommodate
our six-person team in our five-person office.
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In the Library
Procedure:

How to keep everyone up to speed – The State of Play.

● This was a document started in 2015 by Julie when she acted as
library manager during my 7-month sabbatical.

● On it, in details ranging from broad to minute, is pretty much
everything we know about ROH activities that do or might involve us
for this season and in the future.

● The ROH network runs on SharePoint the organisation-wide migration
to which was accelerated at the start of the pandemic, so the SoP can
be accessed whether onsite or working at home.

● Each workday everyone checks the SoP, to catch up on what has
happened and what they might need to do that day.

● In addition, this is backed up by face to face, email or Microsoft Teams
discussion, either between individuals or groups, about specifics.
(Noting down absolutely every conceivable aspect of our work would of
course leave no time to actually attend to any of it.)

● The SoP gives an overview as well as some specifics, but can’t actually
do the job for you.

● Each member of staff has their own notebook.

● Departmental Meetings. The Headbang. Wednesday is still the day
when all staff are working, albeit with two from home. Therefore, this
is the day for the weekly ‘Headbang’ as we call it. This word was
coined by my library manager predecessor Gina Boaks when trying to
think of the word ‘brainstorm’. It seemed entirely appropriate to the
life of an orchestra librarian, and we have used it ever since.

● One hour, chaired by Julie, is put aside to discuss how the
departmental workload is progressing, what deadlines are looming,
how everyone is feeling, etc. etc. anything and everything in fact with
my main role being to try to keep it on track with regard to work
matters when the discourse veers off.

● Daily meetings Monday-Wednesday, either online or in person between
co-managers.
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Personal:

● Conduct yourself as you want others to.
● At our level it goes without saying, but reliability, good time keeping,

politeness and consideration for others won’t be reciprocated if not
exhibited.

● Keep an eye on the long game. I think by nature librarians are inclined
to be a little obsessed with detail and if not careful this can be to the
detriment of meeting our deadlines. An important part of the
manager’s job is forward planning which, if effectively implemented,
will allow time for that obsession to be indulged just that little bit
more.

● If appropriate, deal with awkward customers (conductors, agitated
orchestra trialists, copyright denying singers) yourself rather than
leave perhaps less experienced colleagues in the firing line.

● When the choreographer decides yet again to add 20 bars to the new
ballet two days before the final rehearsal and it isn’t possible for it to
be a team job, take the bullet by doing the work yourself.

● Try to make sure that any negative news that the department needs to
impart comes from you.

● In short, try to protect your colleagues where possible from anything
that will negatively impact their work schedule and never let them
forget that you did that for the rest of their working life! (joke)

Inter-personal:

● Whilst working at ROH I’ve been obliged to take several management
training courses most of which have concluded at some point that the
best way to lead is by example. No great surprise there, but this is
particularly important when working in a small team in a relatively
confined environment on time-critical projects.

● Allow staff to play to their strengths. Always try to ensure that the
specific skills of individuals are utilised for maximum efficiency, whilst
encouraging the development of those same skills in others with less
time-critical projects. Music typesetting for example. Three ROH staff
are very proficient in Sibelius and use it every week both in the office
and for their own freelance projects. Those not so experienced are
encouraged to develop their expertise with long-term typesetting
projects such as a hand-written ballet piano score or particularly
messy opera extract. Projects like these that could be carried out at
home started out as a lockdown-enforced necessity, but it has become
obvious that they have an ongoing educational and productive value.
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● Encouragement and appreciation are key. Thanking colleagues for their
work is a basic courtesy which can be overlooked, particularly in
pressurised situations, but allows all to feel an equally valued part of
the team.

● Listen closely to the opinions of others, no matter how sure you may
be of your own, as there is always scope to learn.

● Always admit mistakes. To err is human. To constantly deny erring
when it is clear to all concerned that you have most definitely erred, is
pointless. It fools nobody, undermines respect and is an irritating
waste of time!

● Deal with errors by others calmly and methodically with understanding
and explanation where required.

● Try to accommodate requests to deviate from the usual office routine,
be they temporarily altering work hours to accommodate a family
matter or health appointment, or anything else that isn’t going to
unduly or repeatedly impact others.

● In short, treat others as you would wish to be treated. Again, not
rocket science, but very easy to forget when stressed. The net result
is, hopefully, a happier and therefore more efficient and productive
team.

Lastly, be sure to reward your team. In the non-profit sector we cannot
ordinarily reward employees with a bonus, but we can use other leadership
tactics. A lunch out together at a favorite restaurant to treat your team,
leaving early for the day after an intense week, Friday summers off or
offering part-time workers a flexible schedule so that they have other
gigging opportunities are all good rewards to help your team maintain a
work-life balance and continued job enjoyment.
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Extra bits

Don’t always trust printed or online instrumentations. Always consult the
score. Ask for a perusal if necessary. Luckily, these days it’s easier as many
publishers offer the ability to view scores online.

A first step is, ensure the library team has proven self-starters and team
players. Those that ask questions, show initiative, and work well
together are the core of self-direction and success. I’m lucky to work with a
team who asks questions to solve potential problems.

The next puzzle piece is to determine the overall goal or long-term
accomplishment that is desired and create short-term
objectives/tasks that realize the goal. What do we wish to achieve:
completely proofread parts, a seamless set of cuts in a set of opera parts or
well sorted page turns? No doubt, all three are desirable goals. Then, what
steps do we need to ensure a successful music project outcome? Do we need
to purchase a critical edition with many of the errata already corrected, or
would using a well trusted set used in many previous performances be a
better choice? Do we need further clarification from our Maestro on exactly
what cut system they have chosen to use? Inclusive, exclusive? If a cut
doesn’t remain in the same meter before and after the cut, would we add an
empty beat so that the singer’s line in the opera continues fluidly?

EXTERNAL

Now to leadership beyond the library. What steps can be made to help
become a resource for your organization? How can the library unite outside
our doors?

How much time we have to accomplish these goals and objectives is
another issue many orchestra librarians face. Reach out to another orchestra
library member that has a set used in many performances to find the errata
quickly and easily. The Omaha Library team has done this for Mahler: Das
Lied von der Erde and Bellini: Romeo & Juliet. A side by side proofing
method is immensely helpful to avoid disruptions in rehearsal. In fact,
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without the Chicago Symphony and Kansas City Symphony providing
resources to proof our parts against, I can guarantee the parts would have
been so full of errors that no amount of rehearsal time would save it. In
return, we sent the errata list we made while proofing parts back to Kansas
City, along with some cleverly stitched in banda inserts, and our errata
findings to the Chicago Symphony. Both organizations benefit.

In summary, you are most likely already implementing many of these
strategies both internally and externally. Building the right team, developing
your music preparation process, and looking for friends and colleagues to aid
your mission are cornerstones to success within and beyond your
organization.
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